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Abstract

(iterative)minimization of image-based measures of misregistration,instead of using algebraicmanipulations whichcan
result in marked sensitivityto noise. Under small Gaussian
noisein eitherfeaturepositionor intensitysamples, suchtechniques are statisticallyoptimal. Finally,our projectivedepth
recoveryalgorithmyieldsa denseestimateof scenedepth,unlike most structurefrom motionalgorithms.
The currentfocus for our work has been the creationof realistic high-resolution imagery and 3-D environments from
low-resolution, uncalibrated video. Our applications range
from automatically creating 3600 panoramas from video or
photographs (e.g., of an office or a whiteboard), toreconstructingthe 3-D shape of individualobjects. Our long term
goal is to automatically construct3cD indoorand outdooreo"
vironments for applications suchas homesales,virtualsupermarketshopping,and tele-travel (Section6).
Webeginthepaperwiththeconstruction of high-resolution
image:mosaics from low-resolution video (Section 2). We
then presentour algorithmfor projectivedepth recovery, and
discussits applicationto view interpolation and extrapolation
(Section 3). For those cases when it is necessary to bootstrap the intensity-based shapefrom motionalgorithm with a
feature-based algorithm,we presentour affineand projective
structurefrommotionalgorithms(Section 4). Finally, we discuss possible visual scenerepresentations based on our techniques,and some potentialapplications.

There has been a lot of activity recentlysurroundingthe reconstructionof photorealistic3-D scenes and high-resolution
imagesfrom video sequences. In this paper,we presentsome
of our recent work in this area. which is based on the registrationof multipleimages (views)in a projectiveframework.
Unlike most other techniques, we do not rely on specialfeatures to form a projective basis. Instead, we directly solve
a least-squares estimationproblemin the unknownstructure
and motion parameters, which leads to statistically optimal
estimates. We discuss algorithms for both constructing planarand panoramic mosaics,andfor projectivedepthrecovery.
Wealso speculateabout the ultimateusefulness of projective
approaches to visual scene reconstruction.

1 Introduction
The recovery of 3-D scene information from multiple views
has long been one of the central problems in computer vision. Over the last decade, many researchers observed that
such a full reconstruction may not be necessary for many
vision-based tasks, e.g., face or object recognition. More recently,however, there has been a resurgence of interestin 3D scene reconstruction, motivatedboth by improvements in
algorithmsand processing speeds, and the emergence of interestingapplicationssuch as virtualrealityand model-based
video compression.
Traditionally, 3-D scene reconstruction has been the focus
of both stereo and structurefrom motion, two subfields with
complementary sets of assumptions and techniques. In this
paper, we present some of our recent techniques in this area.
which blend aspects of both stereo and structure from motion [14, 15, 13]. We call our techniques direct, since they
both directly minimizean image-based misregistration measure (withoutspecialalgebraicor geometric transformations),
and becausethey are (usually)based on the direct minimization of intensityerrors.
Our techniques sharea numberof characteristics whichdistinguish them from traditionalapproaches to structure from
motion and stereo. Whenever possible, we use many views
insteadof just two views, sincethis leads to morereliableestimates. We formulate our reconstruction algorithms using
projectivegeometry, whichallows themto work with uncalibratedcamerasas well as cameraswith time-varying parameters(e.g.,zoom). Wealso formulate our problemsas thedirect
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Video Mosaics

The first technique we describe automatically aligns and
composites multiple images into high-resolution mosaics
[13]. Buildingaerial photomosaics has long been a staple of
photogrammetry, but onlyrecentlyhavefullyautomated techniquesfor buildingmosaicsbeendeveloped. Mosttechniques
still only estimatepure translations or affinetransformations
[4], but some recent work has dealt with the full projective
case [8]. Our approachis, to our knowledge, the firstto combinefull projectivewarpingwith near real-timeperformance.
Our techniques for automatically aligningimagesintophotomosaics exploit the particularly simpleform of the motion
fieldresultingfrom two specific imagingsituations. The first
caseis whenthe imagescovera portionof a planarscene,e.g.,
a whiteboard, a desktop,or a wall. The secondcase is when
the camera rotates around an axis throughits focal point (or
when all scene objects are very far from the camera). Under

Figure1: Whiteboard imagemosaic example. The central squareshowsthe sizeof one inputimage(tile).
canwarpimageI' intothereference frame of I usingM and
then blend the two images together. To reduce visible artifacts, we weightimages beingblended together moreheavily
towards the center, using a bilinearweighting function.
To perform the minimization, we use the LevenbergMarquardt iterative non-linear minimization algorithm (see
[14, 13] for details). The advantage of using LevenbergMarquardtoverstraightforwardgradient descent isthatitconverges in fewer iterations.
Unfortunately, both gradient descent and Levenberg-Marquardtonly findlocally optimal solutions. If the motion between successive frames is large,we use hierarchical matching, which firstregisters smaller, subsampled versions of the
images wheretheapparent motion is smaller. Forevenlarger
displacements, weusephasecorrelation, which is a technique
basedon 2-DFouriertransforms [6].
Todemonstrate theperformance of ouralgorithm, wedigitizedan imagesequence witha camera panning overa whiteboard.Figure1showsthefinal mosaic ofthewhiteboard, with
the location of a constituent imageshown as a whiteoutline.
This mosaic is 1300x2046pixels, basedon compositing 39
NTSC (640x480) resolution images.

eitherof thesetwo conditions, the inter-frame motion can be
represented by a homography, i.e.,a linearfunction of projectiveimagecoordinates u ' = Mu (see [13] forasimpleproot).
Inthesubsections below, wedescribe ouralgorithm in more
detail, and give examples of its application to the specific
cases of planar scenes, panoramas, and multiresolution mosaics.

2.1 Planar Scenes
The compositing of multiple images into larger mosaics requirestwobasicsteps: an image-to-image alignment (preferably to sub-pixel precision), and a method for seamlessly
blending images. Many different solutions arepossibleforthe
firstproblem, including matching fouror morefeature points
and then solving for the homography, or manually adjusting
imagepositions usinga blinkcomparator.
Theapproach wehavetakenis to directly minimize thediscrepancy in intensities between pairsof images afterapplying
thetransformation wearerecovering. Ourtechnique doesnot
requirethelocation andcorrespondence of feature points,and
is statistically optimal in the vicinity of thetrue solution [14].
Let us writethe2-D homography as
I _
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2.2 Panoramic Mosaics

Our technique minimizes the sumof the squared intensity er-

rors
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In order to build a panoramic image mosaic, we rotate a
camera aroundits opticalcenter. Images takenin this mannerarerelatedby2-Dprojectivetransformations, justas inthe
planarcase [13]. Intuitively, we cannot tell therelative depth
of pointsin the scene as we rotate(thereis no motionparallax), so they couldbe located on a plane.

(2)

i

overall corresponding pairsof pixels i which are insideboth
images. Oncewe havefoundthe best transformation M, we
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Figure 2: A portion of the Bryce Canyon mosaic. Because of the large motions involved, we cannot use a single plane for the
whole mosaic. Instead, we can select differenttiles as base images.

Figure 3: Circularpanoramicimagemosaicexample(officeinterior). A totalof36 imageswerepastedontoa cylindricalviewing
surface.
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Figure4: Zoomsequence. The outlinesshowthe extentsof the four constituent images.
Moreformally, the2-D transformation denotedby M is related to the 3 x 3 viewing matrices V and V' and the interviewrotationmatrix R by [13]
M =V'RV- 1

(3)

(see Section 3 for definitions of V and R). In the case of
a completely calibrated camera, M is a pure rotationmatrix
(only three unknowns). If the focal lengths in the two imagesare unknown, thenthesetwoparameters mustalsobe estimated. In either case, we can registerany two overlapping
images usingthesametechnique as fortheplanarmosaic case.
Howdo we represent a panoramic scenecomposited using
ourtechniques? Oneapproach is to dividethe viewing sphere
intoseveral large,potentially overlapping regions,and to representeach region with a plane onto whichwe paste the images. Examples of such mosaics are given in [13]. Another
approach is to compute therelativepositionof eachframe relative to some base frame, and to periodically choose a new
base frame for doingthe alignment. Wecan thenre-compute
an arbitrary viewontheflyfromall visiblepieces, givena particularrotationmatrix R and zoom factor f. This is the approach usedto composite a largewide-angle mosaic of Bryce
Canyon, as shownin Figure2.
A thirdapproach is to use a cylindrical viewing surface to
represent the image mosaic [8]. In this approach, we map
worldcoordinates p = (:lJ, y, z) onto 2-D cylindrical screen
locations u = (8, v), with 8 = tan- 1 (:lJj z) and v =
yj";:lJ2 + Z2. Figure 3 shows a complete circularpanorama
of an office unrolledonto a cylindrical surface.

amounts of resolution, e.g., for zooming in on areas of interest.
Themodifications to thebasicplanarmosaic buildingalgorithmarerelatively straightforward, andaffectonlythe image
blendingportionof the algorithm. Tocreatethe newcomposite mosaic, we weighteachimageby an amountproportional
to the difference in scalefromthe desired view.
Figure 4 shows the result of compositing four images of
a city scenetaken from an office tower. These images were
taken with a hand-held 35mm camera equipped with a 28200mm zoomlens,andtheresulting 4" x6" photographs were
scanned in at 3OOdpi. The multiresolution mosaic has a 7:1
variation inoriginalimagescales. Thevideosequence seenby
a user zooming in on the centralfeature of interest(the State
House) showsanevenwiderrangeof scales. Tozoomfrom an
NTSC resolution wide-angle shot encompassing all four images down to a slightly magnified (4:1) version of the most
detailedimageinvolves a scalingof over 100:1.

3 Projective Depth Recovery
Whilemosaics of flat or panoramic scenes can be useful for
someapplications, other applications requirethe recovery of
dense dep1th maps. When the camera motion is known, the
problem of depth map recovery is called stereo reconstruction (or multi-frame stereoif morethan two viewsare used).
Whenthecameramotionis unknown, wehavethe moredifficultstructurefrom motionproblem [2, 15]. In thissection, we
presentour solutionto thislatterproblem basedonrecovering
projective depth,whichis particularly simpleand robustand
fitsin well withthe methods already developed in thispaper.
To formulate the projective structure from motion recovery problem, we first write the perspective projection from
worldcoordinates p = (X, Y, Z, W) to screen coordinates

2.3 Multiresolution Mosaics
Thetechniques described so far haveuseda single-resolution
compositing surface to blend all of the images together. In
many applications, we may wish to have spatially-varying
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Figure5 showsan exampleof usingourprojective depthrecoveryalgorithm. The imagesequence was takenby moving
thecameraup and over the sceneof a table withstacksof papers (FigureSa). Theresultingdepth-map is shownin Figure
5b as intensity-coded rangevalues.

u=(~,y,w)as

(4)

u=V[Rlt]p,

where V is the upper triangular viewing matrix, and R and
t are the usualrotationaland translational components of the
camera motion [2]. Without loss of generality, we can set
R = I and t = 0 in the first frame. The world coordinatescorresponding to an opticalray (in the firstimage) passing through u are therefore

3.1 ViewInterpolation
Oncea densedepthmaphas beenrecovered for the scene, we
can usethisinformation to synthesize (interpolate or extrapolate)novelviews [1,11,13]. Whena Euclidean depthmapis
available, regular3-D graphics can be used for the view synthesis [1]. In other situations, corresponding points must be
foundbetweenthe originalviewsand the novelviewin order
to computetherequiredtransformations [11],or theprojective
depthdescription mustbe converted to a Euclidean one [2].
A simpler approach, which often produces results of acceptable quality, is to simplyre-scalethe projectivedepthsby
an amount which yields a sensible 3-D scene when viewed
frommoderate viewingangles. This is the approach we used
to generate the picturesinFigure5. Figure5c showstheoriginalintensityimagetexturemapped ontothe surfaceseenfrom
a side viewpoint which is not part of the original sequence
(anexampleof viewextrapolation). Figure 5d showsa set of
grid lines overlayed on the recovered surfaceto betterjudge
its shape.

_ [ V-lu ]
pd

where d is the projective depth of the world point [15]. The
coordinates corresponding to a pixel u with projectivedepth
d in someother frame can thereforebe writtenas
u'

= V'RV-lu + dV't = Mu + dt,

(5)

i.e., as the summation of a planar projectivetransformation
(homography) and a depth-dependent parallaxmotion(in the
directionof the epipole). This formulation has formed the basis of both our projective structure from motion algorithms
[15]andourprojectivedensedepthestimation algorithm [14].
More recently, it been used by other researchers under the
names of affinedepth [12] and planarparallax [10, 7] (see
Section4.2for a moredetaileddiscussion ofprojectivedepth).
The above formulation extends naturally to multiframe
depth recovery by simply associating a separate Mj and tj
with each frame and minimizing the summed intensityerror
E

= LL[Ij(~~j'Y~j) j~O

4 Affine andProjective Structure from
Motion
In thepreceding section, weignoredtheproblemof localminimain the searchspace. Our experience has been thatour direct intensity-based projective depth recovery algorithm converges to a goodsolutionwithonly a smallhintas to the camera translation direction (e.g.,verticalfor Figure 5). In some
situations, however, it maybenecessary tobootstrap thedense
depthrecovery algorithm by first estimating the camera motionusinga feature-based structurefrom motionalgorithm.
Traditional structurefrommotionalgorithms attemptto recovera Euclidean reconstruction of the world [2]. More recentalgorithms, motivated by the difficulty of obtainingmetrica1lyaccurate 3-D reconstructions, have attackedthe problem of recovering an affine [5,16] or projective[3, 9,11] description. The advantage of this approach is that it does not
requirecamera calibration and can lead to more reliable estimates [3]. It may also be sufficient for many vision-based
tasks suchas re-projection and objectrecognition [11].
Our structure from motion algorithm [15] directly minimizes (using Levenberg-Marquardt) the squared difference
between predictedand measured screen coordinates

IO(~i'YiW = LLe~j' (6)
j~O

i

i

Torecoverthe parameters in Mj and tj for each framealong
with the depth values do (whichare the same for all frames),
we use the same Levenberg-Marquardt algorithmas before.
Once the projectivedepth values are recovered, they can be
useddirectlyin viewpointinterpolation (usinga new M and
t), or they can be converted to true Euclidean depth using at
least 4 knowndepth measurements [2].
In more detail,we can write the projectionequation (5) as
m~)~i +mlj)Yi

,

Yij

=

+ t~)do + m~j)
m~)~i + m~j)Yi + t~j)do + 1 '
~)~i + m~j)Yi + N>di + m~j)
m~)~i + m¥)Yi + t~j)di + 1 .

(7)

To estimate the unknown parameters, we alternateiterations
of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm over the motion parameters {m~), ... , t~)} and the depth parameters {do}. In
our currentimplementation, in order to reduce the total numberof parameters beingestimated, werepresentthedepthmap
usinga tensor-product spline,and only recover the depth estimatesat the splinecontrolvertices(thecompletedepthmap
is availableby interpolation) [14].

E = L
j

Luij2[(Uij - ~~j)2

+ (Vij _Y~j)2],

(8)

i

where (USj, Vij) is the screen locationof the ith feature in the
jth frame, and (~~j' ~j) are givenby (7). Each measurement
can be weightedby its inversevariance uij 2 , whichcan be set
to zerofor missingmeasurements. Suchas weighting leadsto
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure5: Depthrecovery example-table withstacksof papers: (a) inputimage, (b) intensity-coded depthmap (darkis farther
back) (c) texture-mapped surfaceseenfrom novelviewpoint, (d) griddedsurface.
a statistically optimal (maximum likelihood) estimateof the
unknown parameters.
For our feature-based algorithm, we optimize over all
frames (including frame zero),and the e, and Yi coordinates
of the 3-D points in (7) are also treatedas unknowns. However,since we set M o = 0 and to = 0 as before,the (:Ili. Yi)
valuesremaincloseto the screen positionsmeasured in frame
zero. Unlikemostotherprojective reconstruction algorithms,
we do not choosea set of feature pointsas a projectivebasis.
This allowsthe algorithm to workwith trackswherefeatures
may disappear at any.time, and avoids the sensitivity of the
resultsto the choiceof basis points.

to lie on a null plane, and to assumeno motion. In our experiments, the algorithm usually converges in under a dozen
iterations.
Our secondapproach, which yields much quickerresults,
is to first solvefor the M; by computing a planarprojective
transformation, i.e., to fix (:Ili' Yi, do) = (Uio, 11iO,0) and to
optimize(8). Then,a guessforthefocus ofexpansion foreach
frame, whichcorresponds to t;, can be computed by finding
the dominanteigenvalue of the momentmatrix of the residual vectors (Uij - :Ilij'. 11ij - Y~j)' Itturns out that in the orthographic case, i.e., for affine structurefrom motion(where
the denominators in (7) are unity),this two step approach resultsin an exactsolution(in thenoise-free case),andis equivalentto singularvaluedecomposition [16] butat a lowercomputationalcost. For perspective projection, the planarmotion
computed bythefirststepmaynotcorrespond to themotionof
an actualplane,but this will be corrected duringthe iterative
minimization, whichoftenconverges in just a singlestep.

4.1 Algorithm initialization
To initializeour non-linear least-squares algorithm, we have
tried two approaches (a third approach to bootstrapping the
algorithm, which we have not investigated, is to use fundamental matrices). The first is to simply set (:Ili, Yi, di) =
(Uio, 11iO,0), M; = I, and t; = 0, i.e., to set the 3-D points
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4.2 Ambiguities in solution
The projective depths ~ and motion descriptors (Mj, tj)
have a four-parameter ambiguity associated with them, even
after we have set M o = I and to = o. One of these ambiguities corresponds to the scale ambiguitypresentin Eucli~ean
structurefrom motion,i.e., we can scale do and tj by reciprocal factorsand still obtainthe samesolution(predictedfeature
positions).
_
In a similarmanner, we can add a multipleof tj to any column of Mj and modify ~ appropriately, whichcorresponds
to addinga planeequationto the do. Thisthree-parameter ambiguitycorresponds tochoosingtheplanerelativeto whi~h the
projectivesdepths do are defined. Planar parallax techniques
[10,7] assumethat thisplaneis theone with thedominant":,0tion. Our structurefrommotiontechniquefinds a planewhich
is close to a least-squares plane fit to the depths.'

5 Representations for complex scenes
The reconstruction of 3-D scenes using a projective framework raises some interestingquestionsabout the representation of the scene. At the most primitive level, the output of
a structurefrom motionalgorithmmay just be a collectionof
points and camera matrices. While this may be adequatefor
certain tasks such as navigation, it is not that usefulfor tasks
such as view-based recognition or virtualreality.
The dense range maps available from multiframe stereo
techniques are more interesting. They can be used to synthesize novel views using view interpolation [1], even in the absenceof fullmetricinformation [11].For true virtualenvironments, however, multipledepth mapsmust be combinedinto
a richer structure, which may requiresegmentation.
Severalalternatives exist for the representation of suchenvironments. One possibilitywouldbe to reduce the world to
a collection of (hopefully continuous) planar surfaces [17],
whichcould thenbe texturemapped. Anotherpossibilityis to
havea collectionof contiguous depthmapsandimages,which
could then be renderedusingeither conventional graphicsor
multi-frame view interpolation [1]. The questionof how to
merge such multiple depth maps is an active research area.
Such systemswouldalso have to includemultiresolution representations, at least if a large range of viewingpositionsor
virtual camera settingswere permitted. For true 3-D objects,
however, volumetric or parametric 3-D models may be the
best choice.

shots;the techniques developedin thispaperenableany video
camera attachedto a computerto be used. Piecewiseplanar
mosaicscould also be used to modelcertain virtual environments,e.g., the aisles at your local supermarket.
Panoramic mosaicscan have manyapplications, including
tele-tourism (e.g., lookingat the viewsfrom the Eiffel Tower
or the rim of the Grand Canyon),education (tours of museums), and home sales (views of room interiors). True walkthroughsof existingbuildingor outdoorenvironmentsrequire
thesolutionof a muchmoredifficult problem,i.e., full 3-Dreconstruction. Theyalsorequiretherapiddisplayof verycomplex scenes,for which view interpolation may be useful.
The ultimatein virtualreality systemsis true telepresence,
whichcomposites video from multiplesource in real-timeto
createtheillusionofbeingin a dynamic(andperhapsreactive)
3-D environment. An exampleof such an applicationmight
be to view a 3-D version of a concertor sportingevent with
controlover thecamerashots,evenbeingable to see theevent
from the players' point of view. Other examplesmight be to
participateor consultin a surgeryfroma remotelocationttelemedicine), or to remotelyparticipatein a virtual classroom.

7 Discussion and Open Questions
The recent interest in projectiveapproaches to visual scene
reconstruction and representation appearsto be motivatedby
two main concerns. The first is a desire to avoid cameracalibration. The second is a disappointment with the (metric)
qualityof the results availablewithEuclideantechniques.
The need for accurate camera calibration depends very
much on the task at hand. For example, robot systems that
handleor inspectparts benefitgreatly from accuratecalibration. On the other hand, visual servoing,whichdoes not require precise calibration, is sufficient for robot systems that
arecapableof hybridforceandpositioncontrol. Accurate calibration is necessary for veridical scene reconstruction, e.g.,
for virtualreality environments and games. Of course,computinga projectivedescription firstand thenconvertingit to a
Euclideanrepresentation later throughcontrolpoints may be
a reasonableapproach.
We believe that the quality of Euclidean reconstructions
must be examined in more detail, since its underlying problems can also plague projective reconstruction techniques.
Wesee four mainreasonswhyreconstruction techniques may
not produce reliable results: a poor choice of technique, using an inappropriate representation, using too little data, and
fundamental limitationson the achievable accuracies.
Traditionally, structurefrom motionalgorithmshave been
developedusing geometric arguments about point, lines, and
planes,followedby a reductionto an algebraicformulation or
seriesof estimationsteps. The problemwith this approach is
that while geometric or algebraic constructs are correctin the
noisefree case, there is no guarantee that they will produce
reasonableestimates for noisy data. Our approach has been
to estimatethe unknown structureand motionparameters usinga non-linearleast-squares minimization of theimageplane
measurement errors, which is statistically optimal for small

6 Applications
The reconstruction of visual scenes has many potential applications, including object recognition, model-based video
compression, and the construction of highly detailed virtual
environments. Ourresearchhas concentrated on thislastclass
of applications. In the simplestcase, planar mosaics can be
used for scanningwhiteboards as an aid to videoconferencing
or as an easy way to captureideas. Scanningcan produceimages of much greater resolution than single wide-angle lens
1 We can enforce this constraint, if desired, by modifying the di and M i
after each iteration to maintain a zero bias in the di.
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Gaussian noise, and can be made robust against grosserrors
usingrobust statistics. Furthermore, this approach provides
explicitmeasures ofuncertainty in theestimates, which canbe
used to greatadvantage when processing sequences of data.
Carefully choosing the coordinate frame for the structure
reconstruction, i.e., usingan object-centered representation,
candramatically improve thequality ofEuclidean reconstruction[16,15]. Thisadvantage is shared by many projectivereconstruction techniques, which oftenchoose the reconstructionplane to be located nearthe interesting structure. Many
structure from motion algorithms are also restricted to using
only a few points or frames. Our estimation-theoretic approach encourages theuseofasmuch redundant data aspossible,andcan easily accommodate missing or noisyestimates.
Finally, itisimportanttounderstand thatstructurefrom motion, and scene reconstruction in general, are fundamentally
limitedinaccuracy bythequality of thefeature tracks,regardlessof thechoice of algorithm andrepresentation. Therefore,
theimportance of feature tracker accuracy cannotbeoveremphasized. Discarding unreliable feature tracks usingrobust
statistics, asisthecaseinourstructurefrom motion algorithm,
willgreatly improve thequality of thereconstructions.
Alarge number ofopenquestions remain inthisdomain. In
terms of efficiency, thereis the question of the relative accuracyof recursive vs.batch estimation algorithms. Within this
context, a betterunderstanding of the structure of the uncertainty (covariance) in theestimates should improve thequality
of recursive algorithms.
Another interesting question is whether the recovery of a
projective scene description is a useful intermediate step in
theprocess ofrecovering Euclidean structure. How reliable is
suchanapproach compared withdirectEuclidean estimation?
Does it offer significant improvements in terms of speed?
Whatare the limitations on the accuracy of Euclidean reconstructions, andwhatkindof metric information is mostuseful
when constructing suchestimates?
Tosummarize, we havedescribed our philosophy and our
algorithms in the areaof scene reconstruction from multiple
views. In particular, we believe that the approach to scene
reconstruction should be dictated by the task requirements,
which is consistent with the notion of task-oriented vision.
For example, for scene interpretation tasks where relative
depths areusedtoqualitativelydescribe thespatial ordering of
objects in thescene, recovery of projective depthis adequate.
Forapplications suchas virtual reality environment construction,Euclidean (trueor scaled) is required. In eithercase, it
is important to understand thenature of structure recovery errorsbothtooptimize thealgorithms we useandto understand
thefundamental limitations of these techniques.
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